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The Dragon Keeper series bridges the gap between Magic Tree House Merlin Missions and

Harry Potter.An original short story (only available electronically!) adds background information

to the newest book in this magical middle grade adventure series. It's an exciting adventure

featuring Emmy's parents and the origins of the second dragon egg that appears in The

Dragon in the Sea (Dragon Keepers #5).Praise for The Dragon in the Sock Drawer:"Funny and

wonderfully written--a tall-tale adventure sure to grab young readers."--Mary Pope

Osborne"This novel, with its unique and modern twists, is a great addition to the dragon genre

for younger readers."--School Library Journal

"This story about a trickster who is out-tricked is a good choice for reading aloud...The humor

and action in the bright illustrations will appeal to young children, as will the triumph of

kindness over cheating." --Booklist Online"This classic Armenian fable (Crime never pays! is

the lesson at the end) is retold to the accompaniment of richly chromatic, folkloric scenes by a

Moscow native that bring to mind Ukrainian Easter eggs." --ForeWord Reviews"Armenian folk

attire and references to places in Armenia authenticate the tale. It's a rhythmic read-aloud

beginning readers can share." --Kirkus Reviews --This text refers to the hardcover

edition.About the AuthorLucine Kasbarian lives in Massachusetts and New Jersey. She is also

the author of "Armenia: A Rugged Land, an Enduring People" (Dillon Press/Simon & Schuster).

--This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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There were once two dragons named Leandra and Obsidian, who made their den in the side

of a mountain. Leandra had scales and wings of a deep, rich red, the color of sugar maple

leaves in autumn. Obsidian’s scales were luminous silver and his broad wings pale salmon

pink.This was during the days of the Gold Rush, when the land swarmed with prospectors

greedy for riches. But the dragon couple lived in peace and plenty. For hundreds of years the

local native tribe had worshiped the dragons’ mountain home, which they called the Old

Mother, believing that two fierce, fire-breathing spirits lived there. To keep the spirits happy, on

the third night following every full moon, the natives left the bodies of two freshly killed deer in a

clearing near the foot of the mountain.The native people were correct. This was a sacred place,

for it was one of the few areas where the membrane between the four elemental realms—Airy,

Fiery, Earthly, and Watery—was very thin. Still, it had always been a peaceful area, until a

certain someone—driven by riches and power and the taste of dragon blood—came along to

disturb the peace.A bright red harvest moon had risen in the sky when a small delegation of

tree spirits known as dryads came to visit Leandra and Obsidian.“We come from the

woodlands near the native village,” said their leader, a Douglas fir.“These are hard times for the

native people,” said Leandra sympathetically, for she and Obsidian had watched from the

mountainside as the natives lost more and more of their age-old hunting grounds to the

prospectors.“These are hard times for all of us,” said the Douglas fir. “The miners probe our

roots for gold nuggets, and the farmers hack us down to clear fields and build cabins. But we

have not come here tonight to mourn our losses. We come to warn you, our cousins. We fear

you are in grave danger.”Obsidian blinked slowly at the dryad. “Fear?”
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Leslie Hunter Uhl, “Dragon Keepers Review. Is a really wonderful read, and improves your

background knowledge for the whole Dragon Keepers series. I enjoy how it lengthens the

summarized story Emerald told in the fifth book, Dragon In The Sea.”

AMK, “A good read. I bought this for my daughter and she loved it.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Very Good!. This book explains a lot of the back ground that makes the

first three of the dragon keeper series even more fun.  Good job!”

DK, “Great Book. I had a great time reading this book and I really enjoyed it. I think u should

read it to. This book series has helped me like to read.”

shopaholic, “yogic. ur outfit oiuggoui highlight uiugiuiug oi hour oihoih oiouijoh ohio out ouioui

oihoih I. Ipoh joining hi oiouijoh hi fifty flighty fiu gutting fugitive”

B.E.S., “nice little fill in the blanks. Quick read. I'm not sure why this wasn't included in the

actual books. Glad I got to read it tonight.”

Benjamin Rea, “The legend of oblivion. Very awesomeAND love the seriesHope for a 2nd short

bookYouTube video of thunder and the dragon in the sock”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Vvvvh. Good book I liked it written very very very very well.It was

surprising that obsidian (emmy's dad) was prof. AnderssonI wonder where the third egg is?

Also very surprising that Emmy and her keepers and her dad were all related.”

The book by Kate Klimo has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 12 people have provided feedback.
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